A Review of Registry Easy Software
Registry Easy is one of many scanning and repair programs on the market today.
These applications are marketed as cure-all programs that can protect against data
damage, PC registration errors and a variety of minor errors that compromise system
integrity. As some users know, whenever you use Windows (and presumably run
programs, add and remove other applications and install hardware) you run the risk of
complicating the system registry.
What Registry Easy does is offer a complete scan and repair system online that
optimizes PC performance. The software repairs or removes any conflicts that might
exist. It can handle program shortcuts, invalid class keys and shell extensions. The
Registry Easy Company has also programmed a Built-In scheduler system that
automatically runs multiple tasks over and over again.
The system is ideally programmed for masters and novices alike. New users can enjoy
the automatic repair interface and point and click their way to an optimal system.
Advanced computer users still have the ability to manually repair various parts of the
system or to specifically locate certain items. The system will show a scan progress
screen detailing all of the actions it is taking.
The program also lets users organize Windows Startup Items, which can drastically
improve the startup speed of our PC. Lastly, this system is easy to customize. It scans
for the items you want and can automatically ignore all the items that you see fit. You
can customize what exactly you want the system to scan for, according to your needs.
What sets the Registry Easy system apart from other software programs on the market?
Technically speaking, it is as advanced as any other software package for sale, and
with a few extra tools to boot. The system is so powerful it can find minor errors that
other systems cannot find. IT does not require hefty memory usage or any complicated
installation procedures.
It includes such exclusive and special features as 1 click maintenance, file recovery,
password recovery, IE management and easy repair wizard. It also has a Winsock2
Repair feature and a Folder Back Up option for better organization. The File Splitter
and Joiner option is another bonus usually not included with other systems.
Last but not least, the company offers customers continuous coverage on a day-to-day
basis, with 24-hour a day, seven-day-a-week protection. Visitors get an unlimited
amount of updates all for free. Users looking for a permanent cure to their system
discrepancies will be pleased with Registry Easy.

